Imagine the history of the universe
as a time line down the middle of a
football field. The story begins on
one goal line as the big bang fills
the universe with energy and a
fantastically hot gas of hydrogen
and helium. Follow the history
from the first inch of the time
line as the expansion of the
universe cools the gas and it
begins to form galaxies and
stars.

The Dark Age when
the big bang had
cooled and before
stars began to shine
Formation of the
first galaxies
well under way
The Age of Quasars: Galaxies,
including our home galaxy, actively
forming, colliding, and merging
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The expansion of the
universe stops slowing
and begins accelerating.

Recombination: A few hundred
thousand years after the big
bang, the gas becomes
transparent to light.
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A typical galaxy contains 100 billion stars.

The sun is just a star.
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Ten thousand years ago, on
the 0.0026 inch line, humans
begin building cities and
modern civilization begins.

Formation of the sun and
planets from a cloud of
interstellar gas and dust
Life begins in
Earth’s oceans.
Cambrian explosion 540 million
years ago: Life in Earth’s oceans
becomes complex.

Life first emerges
onto the land.

Age of Dinosaurs

Over billions of years, generation
after generation of stars have lived
and died, cooking the hydrogen
and helium of the big bang into the
atoms of which you are made. Study
the last inch of the time line to see
the rise of human ancestors and the
origin of civilization. Only in the last
flicker of a moment on the time line
have astronomers begun to
understand the story.
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